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Environmental Influences on Swine Production
c. J. Heidenreich, :ilnimal'Sci~nces_DePartmen~
••Principles

This publication is designed as a
teaching aid for the intensive swine schools
cOtlducted by the Cooperative Extension Service. It is also included in the Pork Production Handbook for County Extension Agents.
It is intended to. offeraII10re thorough understanding of the environmental influences on
swine production.
Summary
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The animal is a complex orga'nisn:l
with considerable "built-in" capacity to adjust to a dynam~c environlnent. The environment' in li,ke manner, is complex and continually ch'anging, thereby imposing situations deluanding constant adjustment. The
precise balance or relation existing betw'een
the animal and his natural environment is
evidenced by his continued survival.

Hi

An understanding of the physiological
lnechanisms involved in the animal and the
inherent complexities oft,l.le environment is
prerequisite to successfuls-wine husbandry.

Any decision concerning the degree of
management to be imposed, in anticipation
of increased economic returns, ml..!-st be
based on a fundamental knowledge of the anill1al as well as the environment.
The Environment

Swin~ productivity is affected by both
genetic 'and .environmental factors. It has
been said that genetics determines: what an
animal's potential is, whereas environm~nt
determines the extent to which he expresses
his potential. In a sense, environmep.t can
be expanded to include all those factors Which
are external to the animalh.irhself.. These
factors then can be clas~ified into~two c~te
gories with several subclass-es in each .

I Biotic
Nu'tritional
Disease
Social
II Physical
Heat (7,900-500, 000 Angstrom
units (A), includes infra-red)
Light (3,900 to 7,700 A)
Radiation (for example, ultra violet,
less than 3, 900 A)
Atmpspheric .pressure
Water vapor and other gases
Air movement
Biotic factors are those originating
with living organisms such as nutritional
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Physiology of Swine

The pig,like all farm animals, isa
"homeothermic" individual. A homeotherm
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All environmental factors interact
favorably or unfavorably between each other,

t

Physical factors are non -organic
and generally make up most of the meteorological components of climate either natural or a:r:tificial (within bUildings).

as well as with the genetic makeup. These
interactions influence physical (physiological
and biochemical) and psychological·· (behavioral) responses in the animal. Animal
productivity (economical response) is the
net effect of all phys ical and psychological
responses.

en

(plants and animal sources); disease (virus,
bacteria, parasites and others); and social
(other animals of same or different species).
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Figure 1. The effect of air temperature on body temperature and respiration rate of swine.
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'The animal's first response to a
c'hangein ambient temperature"is to reguIate, ,the rate of heat loss (tI1ermolysis) .
;:These' adJustments ·arethe animal's attempt
tef l11aintainhoniebthermy'and are 'generally
successful ifthediffererrcein temperature
IS"'uot:to'() 'great. All of these responses
ar'e'contr6lledby the ,nervous system ,and,
,. hence,' ca,nrespond immediately when nor~";mar body terli.perature (llo'meothe,rmy) is
threatened.
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High Envl:ronmentalTenlperature

Increased respi:tation r'ateis' the
firstresp'onseobserved in·swine under~high
'teluperature str:ess{Figurel). Observing
respiration rate is one of the best ways to
tell whether or not hogs are suffering from
high temperatures.
",Adilatationof the blood vessels {a
vasomotor response) near the skin surface
helps dissipate heat in some species.
Vas;odilatation :may ·be····observed .in the ears
of -breeds'sue'has 'Landrace when they are
'subj ected '-to hot environments . Conscious
'chariges in body position, such as stretch-ing,' increase'body' surface 'areaand thereby
swine 'dissipate heat. It is .noteworthy to
recall that· all of these responses originate
ifrdmthe nervous system.
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Low EnviJ;onmental Temperature.
Nerve
controlled
Ine'chanisms
also re =
,
. ; . '"
'
'
.'
'". "
: .
,:.:" " "",", '. '.: :',:< . :
spond immediately upon exposure, to JOW' tell}·p.erature . stress., Pi~o.rp.otor. activity, (g90,~e
pimples in J:Ilan,hair erection inanirp.al~)."
blood vessel constri~tion,.andhuddling, .' Cl:Il
reduce heat loss (thermolysis) and ~end~6,,'
maintain)lprmal body tem.peratur~ (h~'rpeo
thermy) •. ,R,espiration ratedo~s npt chC,lnge
under: l()w·t~mpexature stres;s.
',~
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is an allimal'that maintains a constant internalbody. temperatu,re', irrespective of
ertvironrnentaltemperature. In swine, 'norlllal'bo:dytemperature is 102°F. To main't;ain:a c~o'nstant internal tempe'rature, an
animal must continually adjust and balance
heatpro:duction (thermogenesis)· wtth heat
loss'(thermolysis).When·this delicate ad''Ju$tment is· ups~t,bodytempe,raturedrops
below normal· (hypothermia) or . body te·mperature increases (hyperthermia). Figure
1 shows the relationship between environmental ten1.peratures an? body temperature.

If homeothermy }s threate.n.edpye~cessivebody-heat lossat,low. amb~enttel?P~er
atures~shive:ringcommences .Shive.ring is
an .involuntary JTIusc,ular activity which., .i~
creases heat production .. Sl1.ivering. istht.
only way swine ,can increasel1e~tpro9uct~on
(man begins voluntary muscular activi\y)
upon initial cold exposure.

Newborn pigsh~veth~abilitytos.hiver
and thereby i-nc.reas·e· h~atprodlJctton. '. In.::,
the newborn pig chilling (hypotherrnic!-)p1a,Y
occu'r~,wheninsllfficient efole.rgy is ,available
in the liver and muscles to provide ~ne:rgy;
for heat production. Rate of body energy
reserve depletion is increased by low ambient
temperatures. In most pigs, nursing replenishes the energy.reserve before chilling
disables the baby pig .
Acclilnatization

Continued cold exposuregractuallyincreases heat production by altering endocrine
secretion rates. The thyroid hormone,
thyroxine,and the adrenal hormones" are involved in this process.. The low -temperature
acclimatized animal may have lower,.feed ef'ficiency since more feed is used to produce
heat. Carcass composition may be affected
by an alteration in metabolic pathways.
And" increased backfat and reduced percentage of lean cuts have occasionally' been observed. The duration of the cold stress necessaryto induce cold acclimatization isul1k~own
in swine.

Acclimatization to high temperatures
has' not been experimentally shown or defined in swine • In a climate characterized
by rapid weather changes, such as Indiana,
it may not occur at, all. Under conEnergy transformation
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Feed ,Energy

. Energy in Feces / s t e r E n e r g y

Energy in Urine and M / t r O l i z l i b l e Energy

Heat Increment

, .

Net Energy

of feed t.ranS.,form.a t i A
'. o
'. n .'
,
1st,
2nd
Basal heat productIon . .
,
Maintenance of Cellular
'processes
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tinued high te,mperature str.ess, r~duc~d.
heat production (thermogenesis )':hasnot
been reported in swine . Reduced feed cQnsumption during periods of high. temperature
may· be a secondary effect caused: by the: in'creasedrespiration rate previously discussed.. , Such a reduced feed consumption
should not' be .misunderstood to be acclimati-zation . 'Acclimatization, .by definition,-presumes that an optimum physiological balance
or' status: exists.
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Acc.lirhati~ationmay·be;defined as a
change in the animal's body produc ed in re spon$e to external' stimuli~ Often the changes
wrought' persist after the stimuli have ,been
removed. The changes' outlined in.. the above
paragraph were' concerned ultimately With
·the adjustment of biochemic'al rates and
reactions. Most acclimatization responses
are anatomical, such as pelage ,alterations
(hair' or feathers); 'skin· thickening;:and
vascularization.' It is quite likely" that a
more predictable meteorological phenomenon
such 'as light,' rather than temperature,
initiates these adjustments "in anticipation
'of" the suspected temperature stress .. For
example, changes in light duration regulate
hair growth and shedding in cattle. ..Light
. may" also alter metabolic rates by ,altering
endocrine se·cretions.

~.3rd

Maintenance of body temperature
(none needed when ariimal is
residing' in "thermoneutrality range ")

productive processes
growth
reproduction
lactation

Figure 2 . Utilization of ingeste:d feed energy
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Adaptation

For, the Indiana swine producer, abnormally high temperatures are.. ()f greater
concern than 'low temperatures . Swine appear to be adapted' to low temperatures but
have relatively poor tolerance to high en - .
vironmental temperatures. For ~xample,
the uniform distribution. of body fat affords
an excellent insulation. against excessive
body, heat loss at low temperature~ ,but lik.ewiseinhibitsdis~ipation.of body heat at high
temperatures. The absence of functional
sweat glands in swine also increases their
susceptipility to hyperthermia. An ins tine tive behaVIoral pattern which 'contributes to
apparentlow temperature adaptati9n is huddling. Observation indicates as much· as. a
40 percent reduction in heat prociuction when
pigs huddle .

Adaptive mechanisms asdiscusse<i
above are inherent characteristics of a
species and have variable exp:ression between
individuals within· a given s,pecies., 1)1ey are
gen~tically determined and have b~come fixed within the species. by natural selection
responding to a given environment i~ which
the animal is native. Genetic selection for
economically desirable traits alop.e mayresuIt in a gradual loss of these adaptive traits.
It may be advisable to evaluate the desir.ability of such adaptive ,traits and practice
subsequent selection for those mostcompati
ble with the environment in which the ani ~
mals are being produced.
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Table 1.': ··Maintenance energy. requireme·nt

BTU

3,830
4,980
6,130,-

.55.1 ;
~110 .2

~1,490

'16-5.·.•<3

11,ilJ·Q

220.. ~·5:.:··

l3,40Qr . . ·
15,3.20,:.
17,230

~:'})7;5:, .6~_;

330.7

2,870
4,02.0
5,360
6,,5.10
12,060
12,060
.13, 210
14,170
14,940
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Energy

Figure 2 outlines the ultimate fate
of all ingested "feed energy.. It illustrates
that the energy avaiJable.:fo:r" 'productive
processes is that whiell is !'surplus." The
first demand on "neteii~JJ'gy'" is to maintain
body processes. SeGQ~~}p:t'iority goes to
maintaining body terrtP'e~rature. Only the
portion of "net energy\' ;emaining'after
thes{;,reqlJirements have been m,et.can be
used for prqductton"T:ilble l~ihdicates
the amountgf'en.ergy<reg.uired to maintain
the cellulai"prbcesses: at:·.~fuinimutn level.
These values assume a, tl1ermon,~utral
environlnentand.no pro'ouctive pr()cess~s
occurring.
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The utilization of energy by' the
animal results-·&n·a·"los.s. "of part .of the
energy in th.e>·:'form.'9f ,h~at. Whenthis~eat.
equals that needed to maintain body temperature, the animal is in a "thermoneutral
environment." However, if the environ-,
mental temperature is high and body heat
cannot be'adequately'dis s ipated itconsti.t.:', ,,:tutes a 'burden (hypertherlnia).·, Whe"Il environmental temperature is low, heat pro-
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Bio -thermodynamics

t

lvlaintenanc.e
requirement
Male
Female

.
Figure ~ relates absoluteenvironmerital·
temperatures to the th~r~o,nel.ltrality range.
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nlaint~J1,1,bo<:lY

Thermolysis has been previously des cribe,cl a$ the dissipation of body heat. Disstpation, occurs in four ways.
1. Conduction--heat transfer betw'een
nlol~cules by lTIolecular contact. Skin of
pigs to, floor (c,oncrete molecules). .Skin of
pig to :. air (gas molecules). ,The amount of
heat transfe·r:red is directly pr9port.ionalto the
"thermal conductivity" (k) of the materials.
Steel has a high k value. Dry air has a low
k value. lncreas ing water vapor in air in, creases k value. This explains why pig~
chill more readily on a damp day. Sin6.e the
hog spends considerable time lyi~.g.dow~,
the k value and temperatur.eofthe floor is
relatively important in heat balance .
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Body
weight
.pound .

duction may be inadequate .re>

temp~rature ,and 'bypothermiaensues ..'

l)~r,~~~l!qurs in BTU's

2. Convection--heat transferdue:to
motion of m.olecules. The heat from the skin
of the hog is transferred to theair·'mole'c~les.
If a wind is blowing. these molecules are tpen
blown away and replaced by cool ones which
in turn pick· up heat and are blown ,aw~y~In
creasIng wfnd velocity ,increases·.conv.edt~ve
heat transfer·. If there is no "forcedGQn:+
.:vection", (wind or fan), .the heated:m·olecu{es
move away because of a'ch,~nge in density
'Clndare :likewisereplace'dby' cool ones.
This is' called "free convection ""
3. Radiation. (heat ~~ ; 7, 900-500,:000
4\}-,-Thisis' the most difficult to understand
a~d yet very important. .It is heat transfer
by electromagnetic waves. No molecules
(matter) are required·as for conduction or
convection. The amount of heat transferred
is'proportional to the difference in temperature of the two surfaces, i.e.,T14 minus
T24whereT 1 a'ndT2 eql:lal temperatures 6f'
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decreased or increased 'depending upon ,me
temperature of the environm'entr'elative t~
the' animal. Heat flow : is always from the
higher to the lower temperature.
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4. Evaporation --heat transfer fro.m a
body surface accounted for'by the heat,,'~nergy
used in changing water on the body surface
to water vapor in the surrounding atmosphere.
Potentially the evaporation of water is the
most i,mportantmeans of dissipating heat in
'swine. Evaporation of water from the skin
and respiratory surfaces accounts for m:llch
of the heat lost from animals, especially ,at
high ambient temperatures. 1,037 BTU,'s,
of'heat are required to vaporize 1 pound of
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the two surfaces to the 4th power. In a
building, heat is' transferred from the skin
of the pig to', the"walls and ceiling by radiation.·The greater the temperature difference (gradient) the greater will be the
amount of heat transferred. Temperature
of radiant,energysurfac~smaybeas high
as 10, ,OOOop for the sun, 1500 p for the
unde'r side of a barn roof and less than 30o P.
t
for the north sky. Animals skin temper';'
ature may be 70 to 90o P.
In each of these three methods of
h~at transfer; heat may move away from
the animal or towar'd the animal. Therefor~1 the heat budget of the animal maybe
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F.igure 3.. Theoretical heat requirement of a 200 pound, hog. Environmental temp~ratures
-areappr-oximate. Energy requirement,: the vertical scale, is relative . A,= minimum critical (
temperature. ' B = maximum ,critical teffioerature.
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Because of the dynamic state existing in a natural environment and the many

factors which control and modify the various
modes of energy transfer, a dry -bulb thermometer measuring air temperature tells
very little about the environment. The
term effective temperature would be more
acceptable to designate the net effect of
total factors influencing an animal's heat
exchange with its environment.
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water at 1000 F. Figure 4 shows the increasing importance of vaporization as air
temperature increases. Figure 4 also partitions heat loss between the four pathways
at various environmental temperatures ·
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Figure 4. Effect of environmental temperature on heat loss for an average hog weighing 75
to 125 pounds.
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